
Enhances existing card issuance software with chip encoding capabilities
Chip Encoding component directly interacts with smart card chips, using a standard PC/SC or industrial Smartware interface 
for APDU exchange. Usage of standard protocols allows connection of chip stations or standalone card readers produced by 
different manufacturers, supporting both contact and contactless interfaces. Can be easily integrated with other applications, 
enhancing existing card issuance software with chip encoding capabilities.
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OVERVIEW
As soon as card data is checked and enhanced by MultiPerso Data Preparation module, it is 
forwarded to card personalization machines for further card personalization and chip 
encoding.

The chip personalization is carried out by the MultiPerso Chip Encoding module, customized 
with a dedicated chip encoding scripts. Thanks to its open architecture and extension 
capabilities, MultiPerso Chip Encoding can support virtually every chip type.

The latest smart card technologies frequently offer the new types of smart card chips, which 
are less expensive and more functional. MultiPerso Chip Encoding allows personalization of 
new chip models in a simple and cost effective manner, simultaneously supporting multiple 
chip vendors. Only the appropriate script needs to be adapted according to specific chip 
model, utilizing same hardware and software components for encoding of various chip types 
produced by different manufacturers.

In many card issuing centres, it is necessary to combine multiple models of personalization 
equipment, building personalization system consisting of many diverse personalization 
devices. MultiPerso Chip Encoding enables chip card personalization to be perfomed on 
almost any type of small or large-volume personalization equipment, and can work 
simultaneously on multiple personalization machines. MultiPerso Client implements 
functionality required for integration with specific card issuance platforms and 
personalization machines from different vendors. Connecting of new types of personalization 
machines is as easy as implementing a new version of MultiPerso
Client.

As soon as chip encoding is complete, the MultiPerso Chip Encoding module can pass control 
over the chip to an external EMV testing tool, providing transparent inline quality control 
capabilities.

Thanks to the product`s flexibility, this allows personalization of different card types within 
one system. The smart card personalization system can be quickly deployed and modified, 
supporting any chosen card types, seamlessly integrating with third-party card 
personalization software and personalization equipment.

Standard PC/SC or industrial Smartware 
interface for interaction with smart 
card chips
Personalization of both contact and 
contactless chips
Transparent support for different chip 
models and smart card operating 
systems; all commands required for 
personalization of specific chip types 
are implemented in java scripts and 
deployed on the server side
Integration with external EMV testing 
tools

FUNCTIONALITY

Easily configured and integrated
Support for virtually all kinds of chips, 
including contact and contactless
Support for wide range of 
personalization machines from 
different vendors
Can be used with card personalization 
software from third-party vendors
Can be used for any types of EMV, or 
proprietary cards
Inline quality control, using external 
EMV testing tools

BENEFITS
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